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ABSTRACT

Objective: To assess students’ perceptions of feedback, regarding its understanding, and practices in a traditional undergraduate dental curriculum in Pakistan, where feedback was not part of a formal curriculum as a structured entity.

Study Design: Qualitative-phenomenology.

Place and Duration of Study: Rawal Institute of Health Sciences, Islamabad, from Dec 2017 to May 2018.

Methodology: Purposive sampling was done, and data was gathered using semi-structured, group interview of 16 BDS students. Data was organized using qualitative software package Atlas.ti 8.0 and analyzed using thematic framework analysis.

Results: Feedback, though, being practiced by faculty, was not identify as feedback by students. They did not appreciate it as an essential skillset for learning and performance. Though, conceptions of students regarding this phenomenon varied, five emergent themes displayed the essence of the phenomenon in this learning environment: 1) understanding ‘feedback’ through participants’ response, 2) highly variant experiences of information exchange, 3) modes and forms of feedback, 4) factors affecting feedback and 5) methods achieving learning progression.

Conclusion: Our students were devoid of formally instituted feedback practices, so they were unable to identify it as ‘feedback’. Wide range of contradictory and many negative experiences of participants indicated that formal training in feedback and its systematic use might improve students’ experiences.
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INTRODUCTION

Feedback is an established intervention in medical and dental education to improve learners’ performance.1 The competency-based education model requires effective feedback skills to develop lifelong learners. In fact, all training programmes where new knowledge and skills are imparted, it must be an essential component.2 Feedback can also be used for evaluation of curriculum delivery. Many learning strategies including workshops and group tutorials are also assessed using feedback.

In Pakistan, varying degrees of integration is being practiced in both government and private sector medical colleges. It has replaced traditional large group discussions with modular teaching using small groups utilized for contextual learning.3 All these interactive sessions require feedback to assess participants’ learning, to gauge delivery of learning objectives and in turn, fulfillment of mission of the institute.

With advancement in medical education, problem-based learning and case based learning has improved students’ clinical reasoning and critical thought process.4,5 Journal club meetings and presentations have become part of modules as well as faculty development programmes.6 All these curricular delivery methods needed a constructive feedback as a vital component of formative assessment, essential for deep learning and personal grooming of learners.7

A decade back, in a contextual study, it was anecdotally stated, “In Pakistani medical schools, we usually do not provide our students with feedback which may be restricting the academic development of students as well as the professional development of tutors”.8 The reason might be that the phenomenon be occurring but not identified as ‘feedback’ amongst stakeholders, who might be unaware of its counterpart in English.

In recent years, foreign students’ enrollment in undergraduate health care programmes, international health electives and student exchange programmes,9 has exposed students to different learning environments with its own set of issues. As a first step to remediation of problems our students encounter, perceptions and practices of feedback need to be assessed. However, few studies in Pakistan have been
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conducted on perceptions of students’ feedback, but feedback in dental setting is scant. Therefore, we aimed to explore the concepts and practices of feedback in different modes of instruction in dental colleges of our country. We wanted to highlight the complex nature of feedback interactions in a country with a different learning environment from the west. This unique students’ learning environment had a profound effect on their educational outcomes. Language, religion, culture, beliefs, and political environment of our country also played an avital role in forming this learning environment.

The questions aimed in our study were two-fold. Firstly, what were students’ lived experiences of ‘feedback’ in a traditional dental curriculum in Pakistan?, Secondly, as evidenced through their experiences, how did our students, being devoid of formal, explicit, and systemized feedback mechanisms, achieve the aim of progression of learning. We hope that insights from this study would help to improve curricular delivery and overall health care as feedback in our setting can become an efficient, cost-effective and time saving learning strategy.

**METHODOLOGY**

This study was conducted at Rawal Institute of Health Sciences, Islamabad, from December 2017 to May 2018 after ethical approval. We conducted a qualitative phenomenological research using semi-structured group interview. Phenomenology is a form of qualitative research that focuses on the study of an individual’s lived experiences within the world. Being part of a Masters research at the University of Dundee, ethical approval was obtained from University of Dundee School of Medicine Deanery, Research Ethics Committee (CW/sms 23/11/16), while permission to conduct the research was given by the Dental School’s management (Principal), as there was no IRB or Ethic Committee in RIHS, at that time.

Sixteen participants were posited to be appropriate to reach the point of saturation in the obtained data. A purposive sampling was done. Inclusion criteria of participant’s selection to ensure maximum variation.

**Inclusion Criteria:** Participants were taken from each year of study (ensuring participation of one from both genders, Urdu and English-medium school environments, residents and boarders).

**Exclusion Criteria:** First year students were excluded.

In anticipation of our student’s apprehensive perception of being ‘grilled’ for information, we predicted that a group interview would provide a more relaxed environment for sharing of experiences where students would be among their fellow peers. Therefore, a semi-structured, group interview of students was conducted which lasted for 40 minutes. Written informed consent was taken by informing participants about nature of the study, their right to withdraw at any time without explanation, no repercussions and assurance of anonymity. A broad interview guide describing areas to be probed was prepared beforehand to guide interviewer in exploring areas of interest from the participants (Figure-1: Appendix A). There were no dropouts of participants in the study.

All participants used Urdu language to varying degrees as a means of expression, mixed with the English language. Though the researcher was fluent in both Urdu and English languages, the rigour of research through second-person review required that bilingual data be translated before analysis. Therefore, Urdu component was transcribed verbatim using phonetic Urdu words in Roman lettering, translated to English and re-translated into Urdu, to obtain the best balance between accuracy of meaning and similarity of original wording.

The audio-taped interviews were transcribed verbatim and analyzed using qualitative software package Atlas.ti 8.0. Themes were identified and principles of reflexivity were applied at each step to ensure rigor of the research outcomes. After the first coding with the use of the coding framework, a second reading of the transcripts alongside the original audio recordings was done to avoid missing substance that was not anticipated while formulating the framework; this strategy aided in preventing the total projection of one’s own conceptions onto the participants’ experiences.

Categories and themes were compiled on the basis of codes. Going back and forth between data, codes, categories and themes, alignment was ensured among each other and a link within data. The resulting themes were also re-checked with participants to ensure that they correctly reflected the participants’ views.

**RESULTS**

Interviews of participants resulted in a core interview data of approximately 28000 words. Qualitative analysis of data through thematic framework resulted in the emergence of five themes using quotes by participants. (Figure-2: Appendix B).
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**Theme-I: Understanding ‘feedback’ through participants’ response to/use of the term.**

A unique factor that significantly shaped our study in its conception, methodology and results was no known specific local language (Urdu) term for “feedback”. This gave rise to the conundrum of how

---

**Introduction**

Thank you for volunteering to be part of the study. In this study we are trying to understand the phenomenon of feedback in your educational environment through the stories of your experiences.

Everything you say will be confidential and you are able to withdraw at any time without needing a reason.

**Ground rules.**

The information shared herein is requested to stay within the group, and not be shared or discussed outside this group.

You are requested to avoid naming/identifying individuals such as tutors or colleagues that are a part of your experience

There is no judgement of right or wrong, all stories told, all experiences shared are welcome.

You are also requested to not pass any judgement on a colleague’s expression. You may share a similar or different experience to express your participation.

Speak one at a time, but no specific order is necessary.

**Core Interview Questions:**

The following questions are approximate in eliciting initial responses to be probed deeper, tailored to the participants’ response.

Can you share an incident/experience that shows how you determined what to do to improve your learning/performance? Refer to ‘feedback’ explicitly if respondents have trouble catching on to the idea at hand.

In this experience, how did you determine if you were on the correct course of action? How did you work out the degree of success to which you had achieved your desired aims?

Do you consider this a negative or positive experience? Did it work? What showed that it worked? Was it helpful? What do you think made it a positive/negative experience?

What were your feelings in that moment? What were you thinking in that moment? What were your concerns in that moment? (feelings, fears, expectations, thoughts, stimuli etc)

Was this an isolated experience? How often does it recur? And with whom?

Any contrasting story you might have experienced or witnessed or heard about?

Is this the same experience throughout or does it vary according to individuals, study years etc?

Probe if there is an experience of guidance/feedback from any quarter other than the typical tutor-based educational environment.

Closing interview session.

- Acknowledge participants’ sharing of knowledge.
- Taking clarifying questions from interviewees.

**Figure-1: Appendix A-Interview guide for group interview of undergraduate Dental students regarding phenomenon of feedback.**

**Theme-I: Understanding ‘feedback’ through participants’ response to/use of the term.**

Unfamiliar terminology

Appreciation at workplace

Survey questionnaires

Tutors’ general opinion about whole class

Future guidance

Information on progress

**Theme-II: Highly variant experiences of information exchange.**

Information sought by tutors regarding their teaching style and medium of instruction preference.

Tutors’ comments on class tests

**Theme-III: Modes/forms of feedback.**

Peer feedback

Senior students’ feedback

Internet

Self-evaluation against self-perceived paradigm

Discreditable sources like lab attendants

**Theme-IV: Factors affecting feedback.**

Communication gap

Hearsay

Credibility

Rapport

Time

Conflicting feedback

**Theme-V: Methods achieving learning progression**

Summative exams

Attendance

Interaction with tutors, senior peers

Active learning strategies

---

**Figure-2: Appendix B-Themes and subthemes of concepts of feedback from dental students’ viewpoint.**

---
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to go about exploring this phenomenon through descriptions provided by participants who may be unable to hone in on due to unfamiliar terminology.

When participants were asked questions explicitly mentioning the term ‘feedback’, they seemed not to understand the query. Original question had to be rephrased and explained with examples. When students were prompted to recall incidents in which they gave or received feedback, their responses were centred on completing a questionnaire and judgements about themselves.

A student responded, “Sir we gave that (feedback) for college sports week. It was being asked if extracurricular activities should happen or not. That too was a research of someone from final year from abroad. They gave us pamphlets etc.” Another one added, “In clinical work, patients that go from here, they just appreciate a lot. We ask, are you guys satisfied?”

When asked about feedback received from tutors, final year students responded in terms of the response they received at the end of the year from tutors, “After the year completes, (we receive feedback by our teachers in the form of following phrase) the whole class was very good’. When the year starts (teachers are of the opinion that), ‘you are the worst class of the college’.

Second year students responded with conflicting expressions. They were of the view that they did not receive feedback but were given information about the current progress and future direction of their studies, required improvements and guidance about assessments. “Uhh, we don’t get much feedback. We get to know this much that if we’ve previously studied, how much of that we’ve covered, what we have to study more and how much improvement is needed.”

Another response was, “how question in exams comes, we get to know that”. Another input was “how to attempt the paper, we get to know that as well.”

A student from third year, who came from English-medium school, spontaneously used the term ‘feedback’ during discussion on clinical laboratory framework. He exclaimed, “the teachers, the house officers, anyone can give their feedback, but they have their own way. ‘You shouldn’t have made this, too many undercuts, why have you made this in the first place’.

Theme-II: Highly variant experiences of information exchange

The nature of shared feedback experiences amongst students of different years had a lot of variation. Pre-clinical group mentioned tutors seeking information about their teaching styles and teaching ‘patterns’ so as to change their teaching language or style. One response regarding tutors was, “(They say) If you understand in Urdu then we will speak in Urdu that’s not an issue. But the concept is you should understand. Teachers mostly ask us which ‘pattern’ are you getting English or Urdu? Yesterday’s was good or today’s”.

Same students also expressed how some tutors gave comments on their written work, while some did not despite repeated requests. This was also echoed by students of clinical years. They said, “When we give papers, they give us back, so that we see what our mistakes are. Likewise when we have our vivas and OSPE revisions, we get to know that this is how OSPE is done. (We are told that) this is time management; we have to complete the question in time”. Another student added, “sometimes teachers don’t show us papers. They just mention list of those who failed or passed”. A student reinforced, “it demotivates you and you cannot ask questions about what mistake is done, like how can you improve it.”(Other students smiling and nodding).

However, final year students contrasted with students of earlier two years, in that some tutors gave them written work, and the ones that did, they did not receive any additional information except for marked grades. There responses were as follows:

“Other than grade is there anything else on the assignment?”

“Just teacher’s sign”

“I don’t think teachers also don’t even bother to see. I personally feel that they give marks on basis of names. Like this is that student, give him A plus; ok this is that one, give him B!”

Theme-III: Modes/forms of feedback liked by students

Students of third year expressed reliance mostly on their peers and seniors. The same degree of reliance was not expressed by students of other years. They were of the following views:

“They’re the actual tutors”

“Friends and internet are most helpful. Well teachers are helpful too but, in the end they’re like, we’ve helped you enough, we’ve given you questions so just do whatever”.
As the educational years advanced, third-and final year students were more apprehensive about consequences of talking to tutors and institutional authorities about academic issues. Their concerns were, “if it has ever happened once or twice, based on what happened to those students, we have just gone quiet. (So, we are) like, just come, study, do your work, and go”.

“They got a Supplee (failed). And they got detained (covers face, all students smiling)”.

However, one student from preclinical years said, “yes like those tutors who are new, our HOD asks us and then we tell them that we have this issue.”

**Theme-IV: Factors affecting feedback**

Various factors shaped the choices of students in giving and receiving information. Teachers being unable to talk at the level of students’ comprehension and their negative statements were voiced as few reasons why students hesitated in approaching some tutors. Similarly unreasonable expectations of senior tutors was another cause.”We’re so scared to ask questions. We do not ask questions; we just rely on books. The answers that we gave were not up to his (teacher’s) standard, and then he’s like why you didn’t mention this, why didn’t you mention that.”

Hearsay also played a role in shaping students’ behaviour. Final year students mentioned how seniors would scare them away from interacting with certain faculty members, but their experience turned out different. Students shared an incident affronting a male faculty member and a female student, due to which males hesitated in interacting with female students.

“Even now, in final year, we have teachers who hesitate a lot with girls their interaction with boys is good”.

“We heard he harassed a student, but our experience with them was good”.

“They (senior students) scared us so much from the beginning that this HOD is very strict, but it’s not like that”.

Perceived credibility and competence of the information source was important for students. Tutors who were seen as less knowledgeable, or had contradictory response to third-party information sources such as books and internet were avoided by students.

“I think sometimes teachers are blank too. Like I remember I asked someone, she was writing calculations on the board and I asked which calculations, and she wrote B.P. calculations right. She didn’t reply, she just went to office, came and started writing again”.

Clinical group of students also voiced the conflicting nature of feedback received which caused them to fall back to deriving guidance from seniors and peers.

“You make a clasp because some teachers told you how to make it. And another teacher comes and say what is this, this is so wrong. They take it off and like (hand gestures removing and discarding something). Do it like this.. like this like this I mean you worked a whole day making that thing. And they just come and mess it up for you and then they go their own way”.

Rapport between students and tutors affected feedback. Students were more likely to go to those tutors for help who were easily approachable, taught well, explained more than negatively judging them, and with whom they were comfortable.

“Depends who the teacher is. Like HOD of I don’t have it in me to go to him again and ask to explain, guide me again. Uhh because he is so strict. Uhh. He keeps saying to us that you come whenever you need, but we know his nature”.

The timing of feedback varied; students preferred to have their queries satisfied during lectures, laboratory work and at the end of clinical work, though this did not happen frequently.

“They’re not that helpful after lecture. You can ask few questions there, but then again that too is limited. If your concept is still unclear you just can’t tell them to stop, or teach it again.”

“While you are making a mistake, they’re supposed to tell us this is where you’re making a mistake. Instead you make the whole denture and after that they tell you to make it again”. So the feedback was ineffective as it was not timed right.

**Theme- V: Methods achieving learning progression**

Learning was found oriented towards summative exams. Being exam-oriented, students relied on self-study and senior peers’ guidance. Students preferred interactive learning with tutors where they could freely ask and be responded to instead of passive listening; some students expressed that they would rather not interact with tutors that scared them or made them uncomfortable. “Uhh no not really. We don’t treat school exam very seriously. Neither do they. I mean we study for the end of the year exam. the main part of it is at the end of the year”.
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The degree to which lectures and tutorials were attended was described as a basic measure of obtaining information about student’s attendance, not learning. “If your attendance is good, you’re good, if your attendance is bad, you are bad”.

“Your whole academic record of the year does not matter. All that matters is your attendance in prof (summative exam) even if their vivas are 100% even then they are sure to get Supplee (resit). whose attendance is less. Just on basis of attendance they fail them.”

Regarding mode of teaching, there was a wide conflict in choice of tools used by tutors and students.

“Lectures become boring after some time. Teacher is just speaking, rest are sleeping”. “If you crack a joke or two, people wake up.” Researcher asked, “How many of your lectures go like this?” Students responded, “99 %” (all nodded).

**DISCUSSION**

Students coming from English medium school used the term ‘feedback’ with greater similarity to how feedback is conceptualized by Ridder et al. In contrast, students from Urdu medium school described their feedback experiences more in sense of a final (summative) judgement in terms of being good or bad, right or wrong. However, at one instance, students from both schooling backgrounds used the term feedback to refer to how tutors would judge them by failing in summative exams. This suggested that background schooling might not be the only factor at play.

Our study contradicted the assertion of Hamid and Mahmood about Pakistani tutors not providing feedback to students. This might be due to authors’ reference to feedback being confined to the cyclic models of formative feedback, whereas students in our study, associated feedback in sense of information provided as person-centric praise or criticism, summative judgements, and negative criticism of their practical work.

Participants went through a variety of similar and contradicting experiences according to the year of study. For example, second-year students were given marked assignments/tests and were provided with information about their mistakes and how to improve them. Third-year students received verbal comments on year-round assessments, sometimes being denied the opportunity to discuss their performance by few tutors. It can be attributed to lack of training and increased workload on tutors, lack of institutional policy on feedback practices and lack of their expertise.

Final-year students expressed not receiving anything other than grades on their assignments. The low utility of these assessment methods may have more than one reason. Students perceived end-of-year exam as the real assessment; they also described the negativity surrounding the aftermath of year-round assessment exercise and difficulties in approaching some tutors which caused them not to take anything on a serious note but the yearly professional exam.

Students labelled tutor markings on textbooks, peer and senior guidance, patients, and examination scores as reliable sources of information about their current performance level. Students also described a reliance on internal feedback (comparison of own performance with an external standard set by themselves) possibly in the face of unfavourable external factors such as unfriendly tutors. Students of clinical years described non-teaching staff such as technicians and clinical assistants as sources of information on their laboratory work, even though they are not authentic sources.

A peculiar mode of feedback described by students was their attendance record. To our knowledge, use of attendance records as an indicator of telling students’ performance has not been considered as ‘feedback’ in any other setting, thus far.

However, all the participants considered a comfortable student-tutor relationship as a necessity for communication that can bring better outcomes. In this regard, there is remarkable similarity in participants’ experiences with those described in western-centric studies as well as eastern ones; Harsh and condescending critique has been reported by students as nonconstructive and, therefore, a hindrance to the uptake of feedback.

Another factor affecting feedback practices was time, also reported in other studies in same context. Students responded to tutor’s lack of time for providing sufficiently detailed feedback by turning to other sources such as peers and students of senior years, which may cause inconsistency in feedback. Conflicting feedback was seen in the clinical years as a confounder. The same was not seen in pre-clinical years. Previous studies have also reported students becoming confused in accepting feedback where subjectivity is involved such as treatment planning of complicated cases and judgement on clinical work done.
Hearsay about tutors had affected student-tutor communication to the extent that students avoided those tutors about whom they would hear negative experiences from seniors. At the same time, final year students and some tutors expressed awareness that what they had heard from others was different from their actual experience.

Students had variable notions of the efficacy of learning methods. Lectures and tutorials needed a lot of room for improvement in terms of interaction with tutors in which tutors should tell them about their performance and help them improve upon it.

Assessment driven learning was expressed by students who prioritized studying mainly for summative exams. Other studies in Pakistani context have reported mixed views of students in terms of utility of year-round assessments in which some students were satisfied on receiving only a grade as feedback, while other students wanted more detailed information on their shortcomings.18

CONCLUSION

Informal, unplanned feedback practices were not readily identified by students as "feedback". Students used information from many sources other than tutors for learning progression particularly where feedback was not a formal curricular entity. Wide range of contradictory and negative experiences of participants indicated that training regarding formal feedback and its formative utility might help to streamline students’ utilization of feedback in this different learning culture and language.
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LIMITATION OF STUDY

One of the limitations of our study was that data was taken from a single dental institute only, practicing a traditional curriculum. Therefore these findings can only be taken in a specific, contextual, revelatory sense and cannot be applied to the general dental setting in the country, nor to the overall geographical area. However, inclusion of a significant sample from the total population of dental students through a questionnaire, based on insight from the results of our study, may be appropriate for further exploration of the feedback phenomenon.
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